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Starcrawler
Devour You

Availability In stock

Released 11 Oct. 2019

The limited edition, deluxe LP comes in blood red marbled vinyl, with scratch & sniff sleeve. All orders of

Devour You on the RT webstore come with a free fanzine, subject to availability, whilst stocks last.

Born on the streets of Los Angeles, Starcrawler is a band possessed by the spirit of its own hometown,

every movement charged with a manic electricity. Since forming in 2015, vocal- ist Arrow de Wilde,

guitarist/vocalist Henri Cash, bassist Tim Franco, and drummer Austin Smith have gone from bashing out

classic-punk covers in the garage to winning the love of such legendary artists as Shirley Manson and

Elton John.They ’ve also opened for the likes of Beck, Foo Fighters, Spoon, and MC5, bringing their
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unhinged energy to an already-fabled live show—a spectacle that’s simultaneously lurid and glorious and

elegant as ballet. On their sophomore full-length Devour You, Starcrawler captures that dynamic with a

whole new precision, revealing their rare ability to find a fragile beauty in even the greatest chaos.

Produced by Nick Launay (Nick Cave & the Bad Seeds, Yeah Yeah Yeahs, L7), Devour You takes the feral

ntensity of their 2018 self-titled debut and twists it into something grander and more gracefully

composed.With its more elaborate and nuanced yet harder-hitting sonic palette, the album came to life at

he famed Sunset Sound, where the band spent their downtime playing H-O-R-S-E at the basketball hoop

and drinking lots of Mexican Cokes. Adorned with so many unexpected flourishes—choir-like backing

vocals from a local Girl Scouts troop, tuba and trombone riffs courtesy of Cash (the band ’s 18-year-old

musical polymath)—the result is a selection of songs radiating both raw sensitivity and untamable power.

Heavy and swinging and brutally catchy,“Bet My Brains” shows the psychic kinship at the heart of

Starcrawler ’s songwriting.“That song came from thinking about the mole people in NewYork andVegas

and the Catacombs in France,and the underground village of people who live in the sewers of the L.A.

River,” says de Wilde.“I was fascinated with the fact that there’s whole other world happening right under

our feet.”

Elsewhere on Devour You, Starcrawler drifts from the dreamy piano lilt of “No More Pennies” to the rock-

and-roll disco of “You Dig Yours” to the pure punk vitriol of “Toy Teenager” (a song about de Wilde’s

efusal to be abused the fashion industry, and about how “people look at my body and just want to put

me on a platter”). And on “Born Asleep” the band lets their love for country music shine, slipping into a

modern-day murder ballad spiked with pieces of hazy poetry (sample lyric:“I remember when you cut

your lip, sippin’ on a soda can/And the time when you fell and tripped, screaming at the ice cream man”).

As an antidote to the toxic mildness overtaking so much of the city, Starcrawler ’s live show has only

become more outrageous over the years. Prone to spitting fake blood and slapping phones from the

hands of crowd members, de Wilde has proven to be a once-in-a-lifetime performer, captivating enough

o command a room with just the widening of her eyes.“We want to put on a real show and give people

some kind of escape from all the shit going on in the world,” she says.“And with the album, I want people

o put it on and feel excited, and hopefully get goosebumps. I always want there to be a dramatic

esponse.”
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